Are you an ACE Leader?

- Emerging leaders in technology industry (IT, manufacturing, entrepreneurship, engineering, life sciences, etc)
- Individuals seeking to sharpen their skills to lead in the new decade and prepare for senior executive roles
- Leaders who want to deepen their impact in the larger technology community in Minnesota

Why is ACE Leadership Important?

- Developing leaders to drive Minnesota’s technology community forward
- Program emphasizes awareness of different leadership styles, expands leaders’ knowledge of the MN tech ecosystem, deepens core leadership competencies, expands participants’ network, and more.
- ACE leaders are paired with a mentor, a senior leader in technology, to help guide their leadership journey throughout the 8 month course.
- Coursework focuses on leadership development, driving innovation, building a strong leadership brand, public speaking, negotiation, developing tech talent, and includes a small group strategy based project which culminates with a presentation to MHTA’s Board of Directors.
- Companies demonstrate a clear investment in their employees’ development, while giving emerging leaders the tools they need to produce stronger outcomes and effectively lead within their teams.

Start your ACE Leadership Journey Today.

Session 1: Leading in the New Decade
Tactics, insights, & core competencies

Session 2: Community Leadership
Leading in the broader technology community

Session 3: Understanding the MN Tech Landscape
Insights from leaders and the Spring Conference

Session 4: Inspire, Hire, Develop & Retain
Decoding your role as a leader

Session 5: Building your Brand
How to build and sustain your leadership brand

Session 6: Emerging Technology
Driving innovation as a leader

Session 7: Negotiation and Presentation
Negotiation strategies, Owning the room & Board Meeting prep

Graduation
Board presentations, graduation, celebration, & recognition

Apply Today.

Classes are an investment of $3,350 for members ($4,350 for non-members). To learn more and apply, go to:

https://mhta.org/educate/ace-leadership/

*** The Ace Leadership Program emphasizes adaptive leadership skills and synthesizes several techniques for leading in the technology industry and the broader Minnesota community. Sessions and topics are subject to change based on speaker availability.